
DRY/CURE ROOM
MOBILE STORAGE

Easily hang plants from 
adjustable cantilever prongs 
without hooks or wires. The  
hang attachment comes with  
12 rods, which easily adjust  
along the support bracket.

FINGER BARS

Hang plants from any position  
directly on 4” x 4” wire grid 
spacing. This style allows for 
greater air circulation with 
built-in flue space.

GRID HANG

Hang full plants on hang bars 
with a simple hook attachment 
that allows for faster trimming.

Compatible with Vertical Air 
Solution’s Plant Hangers.

ROUND HANG BARS

DRYING RACKS
Mobile Drying Racks are the most efficient solution to 
maximize the square and cubic feet of your dry room. 
The racks can span the full height of the room, while the 
mobile carriages eliminate the fixed aisles between racks, 
allowing you to install more racks in the same footprint.

Drying racks support multiple hanging options, including 
hang bars that allow for the use of hooks and plant 
hangers, wire grids, and finger hooks.
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HANG OPTIONS

VAS Hanger



DRYING CARTS
Drying Carts have adjustable cantilever-style finger 
attachments that allow you to configure the cart 
as needed. Carts can utilize 1-3 levels and the hang 
attachment comes standard with 7 rods that easily  
adjust along the support bracket.

Dimensions: 65”H x 60”W x 24”D
Weight Capacity: 1,000 lbs
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COMBO CARTS
The multi-purpose Combo Cart combines our exclusive 
hanging drying rack attachment for drying cannabis with 
adjustable shelves below for general storage, tray drying, 
and transport needs. This unit allows you to choose your 
drying method.

Dimensions: 65”H x 60”W x 24”D
Weight Capacity: 1,000 lbs

NESTING DRYING RACKS
Nesting Drying Racks deliver ease of use, safety, and 
long life. Super heavy-duty construction combined 
with standard 5″ swivel non-marring casters provides a 
1,000 lb. total load capacity. Z-Base allows for nesting 
when not in use.

Dimensions: 
- RGR-350 Series: 48”L x 24”W x 72”H
- RGR-550 Series: 62 ¼”L x 24”W x 72”H

DRY/CURE ROOM
MOBILE CARTS


